
PHOTOS: Behind the Scenes of
Holiday Sitcom Sets
Production designers share how your favorite TV families' homes were made holiday-

ready

By Gabrielle Olya Updated December 22, 2016 10:29 AM
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The Goldbergs (2015)

"The 'Super Hanukkah' [episode] came about because Beverly was inspired by
her neighbors' Christmas decorations," says production designer Cory
Lorenzen. "This is Beverly's attempt at Hannukah decorating even though they
are based on traditional Christmas icons, such as wreaths, garland, pointsettias
and tree ornaments."
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The Goldbergs (2015)

"The best part of the episode was the Hannukah bush, which we custom built
from a Christmas tree," says Lorenzen. "It sadly goes up in flames in the
episode!"
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Black-ish (2015)

Production designer Maxine Shepard created an elegant look for the Johnsons'
home. "To fresh-cut evergreens we added silver balls — both matte and shiny —
metallic stars and frosted pinecones," says Shepard. "The whimsical holiday-
themed pillow slipcovers are from Pottery Barn!"
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Black-ish (2015)

"Natural fabric stockings were personalized with puff ink pens," says Shepard.
"White pillar candles always make a simple, elegant statement."
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Baby Daddy (2013)

"Melissa Peterman's character is always over-the-top, so we forced the issue
with the way we dressed the set," says production designer Greg Gande. Several
Santas, a mix of old and new decorations and an abundance of string lights were
used to give the set the feeling of "nostalgic holiday decor that we remember
from when we were children."
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Baby Daddy (2014)

For the "It's a Wonderful Emma" episode, the set was decorated with a red and
green plaid tablecloth on the kitchen table and snowflake cutouts on the
cabinets.
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Fresh Off the Boat (2015)

"We wanted to make it a traditional American Christmas — although Jessica
Huang [played by Constance Wu] has her own vision of what that is," says
production designer Liz Kay. Jessica's main focus was creating an elaborate
winter village. "It was just going to be this little tableau over in the corner, but it
progressed," says Kay.
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